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Replacements of Board Members in the course of 2019
Until AGM 2019
Name

Mr. Thomas ENDERS

From AGM 2019*

Age

Status

Name

60

Executive

Mr. Guillaume FAURY

Age

Status

51

Executive

* Further information on the Board members can be found in the above table “Airbus SE Board of Directors until AGM 2020”.

Changes in the composition of the Board Committees in the course of 2019
Until 2019 AGM*
Committee

Name

Status

Mr. Hermann-Josef
LAMBERTI

Audit

Ms. Catherine
GUILLOUARD**

Ethics and
Compliance

From 2019 AGM
Name

From July Board

Status

Name

Status

Ms. Catherine
GUILLOUARD
Member

Mr. Hermann-Josef
LAMBERTI

Member

Mr. Jean-Pierre
CLAMADIEU

Member

4
Mr. René
OBERMANN

Member

* Further information on the Committee members can be found in the above tables “Airbus SE Board of Directors until AGM 2020” and “Replacements of Board
Members in the course of 2019”.
** Ms. Guillouard replaced Mr. Lamberti as Chair of the Audit Committee in 2019.
Chair

Independent Directors
The Independent Directors appointed pursuant to the criteria of
independence set out above are Denis Ranque, Ralph Crosby,
Catherine Guillouard, Victor Chu, René Obermann, HermannJosef Lamberti, Lord Paul Drayson, Maria Amparo Moraleda
Martinez, Claudia Nemat, Carlos Tavares and Jean-Pierre
Clamadieu.

Prior Offences and Family Ties
To the Company’s knowledge, none of the Directors (in either
their individual capacity or as Director or senior manager of
any of the entities listed above) has been convicted in relation
to fraudulent offences, been the subject of any bankruptcy,
receivership or liquidation, nor been the subject of any ofﬁcial
public incrimination and/or sanction by a statutory or regulatory
authority, nor been disqualiﬁed by a court from acting as a
Member of the administrative, management or supervisory
bodies of any issuer or conduct of affairs of any company, during
at least the last ﬁve years. As of the date of this document, there
are no family ties among any of the Directors.

(iii) Operation of the Board of Directors in 2019
Board of Directors Meetings
The Board of Directors met 11 times during 2019 and was
regularly informed of developments through business reports
from the CEO, including progress on the strategic and operational
activities. The average attendance rate at these meetings was
91%.

Throughout 2019, the Board of Directors reviewed and discussed
the technical and commercial progress of signiﬁcant new and
running programmes. For the Commercial Aircraft, this comprised
inter alia the ramp-up in production of the A320 Family aircraft
(including the A220) and the transition to the more efﬁcient neo
version, the ramp-up of the A350 aircraft and the mitigation
measures taken in relation to the engine issues hampering the
production at Airbus and the operations with the customers. It
also concerned the launch of the new A321 XLR aircraft and the
decision to cease A380 manufacturing in 2021 with the delivery
of the last aircraft. For Defence and Space, it concerned notably
the progress on the A400M programme military capabilities
and on the retroﬁt and delivery plan in line with the agreement
reached with OCCAR and the states, the development of the
Eurodrone and of the Future Combat Air System. In addition, this
covered the evolution of the overall space competitive landscape.
For the Helicopter business, the Board focused its review on
the overall market situation, the development of the services
activities and the preparation of the H160 programme for serial
production.
The Board dedicated two full sessions in 2019 to the review of
the Divisions and product strategies, as well as of the overall
strategy of Airbus. During the off-site Board meeting held in
September in Montreal (Canada), the Board continued to visit
industrial sites, staying close to the products and businesses.
It met management and employees at the A220 ﬁnal assembly
line at Mirabel, near Montreal.
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In 2019, the Board of Directors continued to support the
Company’s digital journey and to enhance Airbus’ ability to
identify and capitalise on innovative technologies and business
models. But it also asked management to remain vigilant
about data and product safety and to shield the Company and
products from any cyber-attack.
Moreover, the Board of Directors reviewed Airbus’ ﬁnancial
results and forecasts and maintained an emphasis on both
Enterprise Risk Management (“ERM”) and internal control. A
particular focus was also made on product safety and Airbus’
responsibility, sustainability and environmental initiatives. The
Board discussed in particular Airbus’ ambition and future
agenda with respect to the Company’s position in society.
A substantial share of the Board activities was dedicated to
compliance matters. The Board continued to closely monitor
the Serious Fraud Office / Parquet National Financier /
US Department of Justice / US Department of State investigations
in relation to which settlements were reached with the French,
UK and US authorities in January 2020. The commitment from
the Board and its Ethics and Compliance Committee to provide
full support to the investigations and the implementation of
globally recognised compliance standards paved the way to
these agreements. In addition, the “Independent Compliance
Review Panel”, which is composed of renowned international
experts, carried on its advising role to the Board with respect to
its compliance activities in order to build an Ethics & Compliance
programme and organisation meeting internationally recognised
standards.
The Board also reviewed and discussed other topics of
signiﬁcant importance to Airbus such as the measures taken
to mitigate a no-deal Brexit situation, the application of tariffs
on commercial aircraft being imported to the US by the USTR
and crisis management /data security matters.
The year has been marked by major changes in Airbus’ top
Management, including the Company’s CEO and a number
of Executive Committee Members, including the nomination
of Julie Kitcher as Executive Vice-President Communications
& Corporate Affairs, second female Member of the Executive
Committee. The Board has been involved in the selection
process. It also played a key role in the succession planning
of both the Chairman and Board members in preparation for
the 2020 changes.
In 2019, in addition to the formal general meeting, the Chairman
with the Airbus’ team, sought regular engagements with major
shareholders in order to understand their views on governance,
remuneration and performance against the strategy for the
Company.

Board Evaluation 2019
As a matter of principle, the Board of Directors implements a
continuous evaluation process based on a three-year cycle. As
part of this process, every three years, a formal evaluation of
the functioning of the Board of Directors and its Committees
is conducted with the assistance of a third-party expert. In
the year succeeding such an outside evaluation, the Board
of Directors performs a self-evaluation and focuses on the
implementation of the improvement action plan resulting from
the third party assessment. In the intervening second year,
the General Counsel, being also the Secretary of the Board,
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issues a questionnaire and consults with Board Members to
establish an internal evaluation which is then discussed with
Board Members.
The year 2019 was the third year of the three-year cycle started
in 2017. In November 2019, the Board of Directors therefore
carried out an internal evaluation based on a questionnaire
issued by the General Counsel and circulated to each Board
Member.
The questionnaire primarily covered governance and Board
topics, Board and Committees functioning, Board composition
and selection process, dynamic between Board and
Management and amongst Board members, Board decisionmaking process, Committees contributions, involvement of the
Remuneration, Nomination and Governance Committee and
Board Secretary support.
In its 2019 internal evaluation, the Board conﬁ rmed overall
satisfaction with the progress made in the implementation
of the “Improvement Action Plan” recommended by Heidrick
& Struggles as its third-party expert, following the formal
evaluation conducted in 2017.
2019 was a pivotal year with an almost entirely new management
team in place making a remarkably encouraging start in
interactions with the Board as per the results of the internal
evaluation. In this transitioning context, the Company’s
governance, dynamic and performance is viewed as very
satisfactory, with excellent quality of debate and relationships
between the Management, the Chairman and the Board
members and efﬁ cient decision-making process given the
complexity of the topics.
The Board Members notably valued good Board meetings
preparation, suitable time allocation to agenda items as well
as satisfactory contributions of the Board Committees, elements
which greatly contribute to Board’s efﬁ ciency. In addition,
the Board highlighted its collegial, cooperative and effective
functioning as a team.
Following the last Board evaluation, frequency of participation of
top management to Board meetings has signiﬁcantly increased.
The Board expects this trend to further improve.
The Board has spent additional time on strategy and succession
planning, as well as on other important matters for which
discussions would need to be further enhanced such as defence
strategy and business challenges, innovation, competition,
employee engagement, digitalisation and industrialisation,
environment & sustainability, programme management, risk
and crisis management.
The Directors underlined that the Board should as well spend
further dedicated time on cybersecurity and IT, impact of
geopolitical developments and product safety. In addition,
executive succession planning is expected to be more
extensively discussed by the Remuneration, Nomination,
Governance Committee and Board.
Finally, the Board Members expressed their overall satisfaction
with regards to the Board composition, selection and nomination
process and highlighted the necessity to continue with the
process of the staggered Board principle in order to further
develop the diversity of expertise and gender within the Board.

